Chromosomes and DNA of Mus: terminal DNA synthetic sequences in three species.
The DNA replication patterns of the terminal S phase of three species of Mus were analyzed by tritiated thymidine autoradiography. The centromeric heterochromatin of M. fulvidiventris is the latest component to finish DNA synthesis. The Y chromosome finishes replication earlier than the centromeric heterochromatin. The centromeric heterochromatin of M. musculus, on the other hand, is not the latest component to finish DNA synthesis. At the very late S phase, grains are found in the euchromatic arms instead of the heterochromatic areas. The "hot X" and the "hot Y" can be identified in the majority of, but not all, cases. The heterochromatic short arms of the autosomes in M. dunni finish DNA replication earlier than many areas in the euchromatic long arms and the heterochromatin of the sex chromosomes. This indicates that in M. dunni there are at least two types of heterochromatin. The late-replicating zones in the euchromatic long arms are distinctly banded. This banded grain pattern can be seen in all Mus species observed, but in M. dunni it is most exaggerated. Late-replicating chromosome segments can be demonstrated also by 2+ cycles of BUdR incorporation and Giemsa staining.